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Abstract

One common problem at hospitals is the extreme variation in daily (even
hourly) workload pressure for nurses. The operating room is considered to be
the main engine and hence the main generator of variance in the hospital. It
is our believe that integrating the operation room scheduling process with the
nurse scheduling process is a simple, yet effective way to achieve considerable
savings in staffing costs. The purpose of this paper is threefold. First of all,
we present a concrete model that integrates both the nurse and the operat-
ing room scheduling process. Secondly, we show how the column generation
technique, often employed for nurse scheduling problems, can easily cope with
this model extension. Thirdly, by means of a large number of computational
experiments we provide an idea of the cost saving opportunities and required
solution times.

Keywords: nurse scheduling, surgery scheduling, column generation, integer
programming.

1 Introduction

During the last decades, cost pressures on hospitals have increased dramatically.
This emphasis on cost containment has forced hospital executives to run their or-
ganizations in a more business-like manner. The constant challenge is to provide
high-quality service at ever reduced costs. In order to achieve this purpose, ineffi-
cient use of resources should be identified and actions should be taken to eliminate
these sources of waste. Operations research techniques are increasingly being used
to assist in this complicated task.

As nursing services account for an important part of a hospital’s annual operating
budget, concentrating on this resource can lead to substantial savings. The situation
is exacerbated by an acute shortage of nurses in all western countries, said to be
120,000 today and expected to grow to 808,000 by 2020 in the United States (US)
alone (USDHHS (2002)). Hence, it is of vital importance that nurses are used as
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much as possible at the right time and at the right place. This goal is hard to
achieve because of two reasons. The first one is inherent in service organizations for
which human resources outnumber all other types of resources. Unlike machines,
staff schedules are restricted by collective agreement requirements. These form an
important hindrance for the flexibility with which nurses are scheduled.

A second reason is the presence of variability. Variability is probably the main
obstacle to efficient delivery of health care and reducing it is one of the major con-
cerns in current health care management (Litvak and Long (2000)). Compared with
industrial environments, hospitals are much more stochastic by nature. One com-
mon problem at hospitals is the extreme variation in daily (even hourly) workload
pressure for nurses. On days when the workload is too high, the quality of care de-
creases because it is too costly to staff for peak loads. On days when the workload
is too low, there is waste. Fortunately, the situation is not as chaotic as it seems to
be at first sight. As pointed out by Litvak and Long (2000), an important amount
of the variability can effectively be managed and reduced by a thorough analysis
of the existing system and by appropriate decision-taking. Special emphasis is put
on the operating room since it is considered the main engine and hence the main
generator of variance in the hospital. It is our believe that integrating the operation
room schedule process into the nurse scheduling process is a simple yet effective way
to achieve considerable savings in staffing costs.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a discussion of the background
together with a brief literature review is given. In Section 3 a general overview of
the model together with a branch-and-price solution approach is presented. Sec-
tion 4 provides more details on both pricing problems, while a general overview
of the branch-and-price algorithm is given in Section 5. Section 6 discusses a spe-
cific branching scheme. In Section 7 some computational issues are discussed and
in Section 8 extensive computational results are given. Finally, Section 9 draws
conclusions and lists some topics for further research.

2 Background and literature review

Nurse scheduling problems are frequently encountered in the operations research
literature. Recently, a good bibliographic survey on medical staff rostering problems
has appeared (Cheang et al. (2003)). Several studies in the literature have utilized
mathematical programming techniques to assist in finding efficient staff schedules
(see e.g. Warner (1976), Azaiez and Al Sharif (2005), Beaumont (1997), Caprara
et al. (2003), Bard et al. (2003)). These problems typically involve some kind of
set covering or set partitioning formulation. The main drawback, however, is that
these models can have far more variables than can be reasonably attacked directly.
Therefore, the linear program (LP) is often solved using column generation (see e.g.
Jaumard et al. (1998), Bard and Purnomo (2005a) and (2005b), Mehrotra et al.
(2000), Mason and Smith (1998)). To the best of our knowledge, all the proposed
models consider the nurse scheduling problem as a separate problem, i.e. not related
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to any other activity in the hospital. In this paper we will describe a more general
approach in which the demand constraints are dependent on the operation room
schedule and hence become a part of the decision process.

The operations research literature is replete with examples of integer program-
ming techniques being applied to operating room scheduling problems. This work
can be categorized based on the stage of the scheduling process to which it applies.
Developing operating room (OR) schedules can be seen as a three stage process. In
a first stage the available OR time is divided over the different surgeons (or surgical
groups). This first phase is also referred to as case mix planning, since it determines
for which pathologies capacity will be preserved. Hughes and Soliman (1985) pro-
pose a linear programming model to solve case mix planning problems. Dexter and
Macario (2002) argue that OR time should be allocated to maximize OR efficiency
instead of ”fixed hours” blocks based on historical utilization data. Blake and Carter
(2002) propose a methodology that uses two linear goal programming models. One
model sets case mix and volume for physicians, while holding service costs fixed; the
other translates case mix decisions into a commensurate set of practical changes for
physicians.

Once the OR time allocated to each surgical group has been chosen, the second
stage involves the development of a master surgery schedule. The master surgery
schedule is a cyclic timetable that defines the number and type of operating rooms
available, the hours that rooms will be open, and the surgical groups or surgeons
who are to be given priority for the operating room time. Compared to case mix
planning (first stage) and elective case scheduling (third stage), the literature on
master surgery scheduling is rather scant. Blake et al. (2002) propose an integer
programming model that minimizes the weighted average undersupply of OR hours
(i.e. allocating to each surgical group a number of OR hours as close as possible to
its target OR hours).

After the development of the master surgery schedule, elective cases can be
scheduled. This third stage occurs on a daily base and involves detailed planning of
each intervention. Each patient needs a particular surgical procedure, which defines
the human (surgeon) and material (equipment) resources to use and the intervention
duration. Guinet and Chaabane (2003) define this problem as a general assignment
problem and propose a primal-dual heuristic to solve it. Weiss (1990) deals with
the problem of determining the case orderings and presents both analytical and
simulation results.

Although several authors mention the interdependency between the surgery
scheduling process and the development of nurse rosters, as far as we know, no
models have been proposed to integrate both areas of decision-making. Litvak and
Long (2000) underline the negative impact of variability in hospital environments.
They consider the operating room as the engine that drives the hospital. Conse-
quently, the activities inside the operation room heavily determine the fluctuations
in resource demands throughout the rest of the hospital. A poor operating room
schedule could for instance be directly responsible for the occurrence of (contra-
productive) peeks in the demand for certain types of resources. The authors distin-
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guish between two types of variability: natural variability and artificial variability.
Natural variability is inherent to the uncertain world of health care. This variability
arises from uncertainty in patient show-ups, uncertainty in recovery time, uncer-
tainty in the successfulness of therapies etc. . . . Artificial variability originates from
poor scheduling policies. Beliën and Demeulemeester (2004) have elaborated this
idea. They propose a number of integer programming models for building robust
surgery schedules for which the resulting expected bed shortage is minimized.

In this paper the master surgery schedule is being considered as the main gener-
ator of the workload of the nurses. In order to couple both scheduling environments,
the objective in the surgery schedule process will be to construct a favorable work-
load distribution for the nurses.

3 Model description

3.1 General idea

Figure 1 contains a schematic overview of the general idea elaborated in this paper.
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the general idea

First have a look at the nurse scheduling process at the right of this figure.
The input for the nurse scheduling process consists of the restrictions implied on
the individual nurse roster lines on the one hand and the workload distribution
over time on the other hand. The workload distribution itself is determined by
the master surgery schedule. In order to be able to deduce the workload from the
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surgery schedule one also has to know the workload contributions of each specific
type of surgery. The dotted arrow at the bottom indicates the feedback that could
be given from the nurse scheduling process to the surgery scheduling process in
order to produce more favorable surgery schedules with respect to the resulting
workloads. The freedom in modifying the surgery schedule is however limited, since
the master surgery schedule itself is restricted by a set of specific surgery constraints
(e.g. capacity and demand constraints). It must be clear, however, that integrating
the surgery scheduling process with the nurse scheduling process provides more
flexibility in building the nurse schedules, since one has an instrument to make the
workload distribution fit for the nurse schedules.

In what follows we will describe a mathematical model for implementing this
idea. Therefore, we start with stating the standard nurse scheduling problem and
discuss the column generation solution procedure for solving it. Then, we extend
this model with the extra decision of the nurse scheduling process and show how the
column generation solution procedure can easily cope with this extension. Hereby,
we focus on the minimization of the total required number of nurses. The reason for
this objective is that it allows for a quantitative measure of the resulting benefits,
i.e. the decrease in staffing cost. Obviously, this quantitative benefit can easily be
turned into a qualitative benefit by employing the saved nurse(s) on moments when
they are most needed.

3.2 The nurse scheduling problem

The nurse scheduling problem (NSP) consists of generating a configuration of indi-
vidual schedules over a given time horizon. The configuration of nurse schedules is
generated so as to fulfill collective agreement requirements and the hospital staffing
demand coverage while minimizing the salary cost. An individual’s roster line can
be viewed as a sequence of days on and days off, where each day on contains a sin-
gle shift identified by a label such as ”day”, ”evening” or ”night”. Each such label
coincides with a start and a finish time of the corresponding shift. Furthermore, a
day is subdivided into several demand periods characterized by fixed starting and
ending times. These demand periods do not necessarily coincide with the shifts.
However, the demand per shift can easily be determined.

Coverage constraints imply how many nurses of appropriate skills have to be
scheduled for each demand period. For ease of exposition and without loss of gen-
eralization we consider all nurses equally-skilled throughout the rest of this paper.

Collective agreement requirements are rules that define acceptable schedules for
individual nurses in terms of total workload, holidays, weekends off and shift tran-
sitions (e.g. a morning shift after a night shift is not allowed). These rules cannot
be violated and dramatically reduce the set of feasible individual roster lines. Obvi-
ously, when building nurse schedules also a set of individual constraints, often called
preference constraints, have to be taken into account. For instance, some nurses pre-
fer to do night shifts, others do not. Again, for ease of exposition and without loss
of generalization, we make abstraction of these differences in individual preferences
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and only consider those restrictions which are stated in the collective agreement
rules and consequently apply on all nurses. Hence, we present an integrated model
that can be used to find optimal schedules for a homogeneous set of nurses.

In what follows we state the standard set covering model, which is often used
for this type of problems. Let J be the set of feasible roster lines j and I be the
set of demand periods i. Let di ∈ <+, ∀i ∈ I, denote the required number of nurses
scheduled during period i. Furthermore, let aij be 1 if roster line j contains an
active shift during period i and 0 otherwise. The general integer decision variable
xj, ∀j ∈ J , indicates the number of individual nurses which are scheduled by roster
line j. Then, the nurse scheduling problem (NSP) can be stated as follows:

Minimize
∑
j∈J

xj (3.1)

subject to:

∑
j∈J

aijxj ≥ di ∀i ∈ I (3.2)

xj ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . } ∀j ∈ J (3.3)

3.3 Solution procedure for the nurse scheduling problem

The integer program (IP) (3.1)-(3.3) is solved by first solving the linear programming
relaxation and then using a branching scheme to drive the solution into integrality.
As the number of possible roster lines an individual can work is usually too large
to allow complete, a-priori enumeration, column generation is often applied to solve
the LP relaxation. Typically, the pricing step involves the solution of a dynamic
programming shortest path problem (also called the subproblem) to find the legal
column with the most negative reduced cost. Let πi, ∀i ∈ I, denote the dual price
of constraint (3.2). Then, the reduced cost of a new column (roster line) j is given
by:

1−
∑
i∈I

aijπi (3.4)

A brief discussion of the solution procedure for this subproblem is given in Section
4.1. The process of adding new columns continues until no more columns price out,
i.e. no more columns with negative reduced cost can be found. However, at that
point, the solution is not necessarily integral and applying a standard branch-and-
bound procedure to the restricted master with its existing columns will not guarantee
an optimal (or feasible) solution. Therefore, a branching scheme has to be applied
to drive the solution into integrality. After branching, new columns might price out
favorably and hence have to be added to the model.
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Since it lies not in the scope of this paper to discuss effective branching schemes
for the NSP, we will not go into details about this, but instead refer the reader
to the specialized literature. Barnhart et al. (1998) discuss appropriate branching
strategies for solving a mixed integer program (MIP) using column generation. Since
NSP (3.1)-(3.3) has identical restrictions on subsets (i.e. there are no subsets hav-
ing a separate convexity constraint), elaborating a branching scheme is a complex
issue. Conventional integer programming branching on variables is not effective for
reasons of symmetry and also because fixing variables destroys the structure of the
subproblem. Vanderbeck and Wolsey (1996) developed a general rule in which one is
branching on the constraints (see also Vanderbeck (2000)). The drawback is that the
branching constraints cannot be used to eliminate variables and have to be added
to the formulation explicitly. Hence, each branching constraint will contribute an
additional dual variable to the reduced cost, which complicates the pricing problem.

3.4 The generalized nurse scheduling problem

In the NSP the right hand side values of the coverage constraints (i.e. the di’s in for-
mulation (3.1)-(3.3)) are considered to be fixed. Nevertheless, coverage constraints
are based on workload estimations which entail the summations of individual patient
workload contributions. An individual patient workload contribution is determined
by the patient type. The patient type can generally be described by three dimen-
sions. The first dimension is the type of surgery the patient has undergone. The
second is the number of periods the patient has already recovered. The third is the
period to which the workload applies. For instance, some pathologies may require
increased care during nights.

The number and type of the patients that are present in the hospital at each
moment in time is largely determined by the operation room schedule. Obviously,
due to emergency cases and uncertainty in patient show-ups, patient recovery times
etc. . . , exact estimations are not possible. However, an in-depth analysis of the
operation room schedule enables hospital executives to make a quite accurate pre-
diction of the workload of the nurses. Moreover, they can reshape the workload
distribution by modifying the operation room schedule. In the long term case mix
planning decisions determine the overall workload. In shorter term the cyclic master
surgery schedule determines the workload distribution over time.

The generalized nurse scheduling problem (GNSP) takes into account this extra
dimension. Instead of assuming the demand values to be fixed, we consider them to
be dependent on the number and type of patients undergoing surgery in the hospital
at each moment. By manipulating the master surgery schedule, hospital manage-
ment can create (and choose between) a number of different workload distributions,
further referred to as workload patterns. Let K denote the set of possible workload
patterns that could be generated by modifying the surgery schedule. These will
be obtained by enumerating all possible ways of assigning operating blocks to the
different surgeons, subject to surgery demand and capacity restrictions (for more
details see Section 4.2). Each workload pattern k is described by a number of pe-
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riodic demands dik ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . }, ∀i ∈ I. Let zk be 1 if the surgery schedule that
corresponds to workload k is chosen and 0 otherwise. Then, the problem can be
stated as follows:

Minimize
∑
j∈J

xj (3.5)

subject to:

∑
j∈J

aijxj ≥
∑

k∈K

dikzk ∀i ∈ I (3.6)

∑

k∈K

zk = 1 (3.7)

xj ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . } ∀j ∈ J (3.8)

zk ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ K (3.9)

Constraint (3.7), further referred to as the workload convexity constraint, implies
that exactly one workload pattern has to be chosen. In a feasible solution all zk’s
but one equal 0. Hence, in constraint (3.6) only the corresponding dik’s are added
in the right hand side values. It is easy to see that the NSP is a special case of the
GNSP in which one zk is fixed to be 1.

3.5 Solution procedure for the generalized nurse scheduling
problem

In this part we show that the column generation approach to solve the LP relaxation
of NSP can easily be extended to cope with the GNSP. Similarly to the roster
lines, the number of possible workload patterns is usually too large to allow for
complete, a-priori enumeration. Also here, the process starts with a limited subset
of workload patterns and new patterns (columns) are added as needed. Therefore,
a second subproblem has to be solved. The generation of a new workload pattern
boils down to the construction of a new master surgery schedule. The subproblem
is constrained by a set of specific surgery schedule restrictions. Its objective is the
minimization of the reduced cost of a new workload pattern. Let γ denote the dual
price of the workload pattern convexity constraint (3.7). Then, the reduced cost of
a new workload pattern k is given by:

0− γ +
∑
i∈I

πidik (3.10)

Obviously, the appropriate solution approach to price out a new workload pattern
strongly depends on the characteristics of the master surgery schedule. In this paper
the workload pattern pricing problem is formulated as an IP and solved using a state-
of-the-art optimization package (CPLEX). More details on this formulation can be
found in Section 4.2.
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4 Pricing problems

4.1 Generating a new roster line

Although the generation of a new roster line happens in a standard way (shortest
path problem solved with recursive dynamic programming) (see e.g. Caprara et al.
(2003)) and its exact implementation is not really necessary for understanding the
general idea of this paper, we briefly discuss the procedure. First, we summarize
the restrictions which apply to a roster line.

As already mentioned earlier, this work is only concerned with collective agree-
ment requirements and leaves individual preferences out of consideration. Con-
cretely, we take into account five types of requirements when building a new roster
line. First of all, a nurse cannot work more than one shift per day. Secondly, the
overall number of active days, i.e. days in which the roster line contains an active
shift (”day”, ”evening” or ”night”), cannot exceed a certain limit. Thirdly, the
maximum number of consecutive working days is also constrained. The same holds
for the maximum number of consecutive rest days. A sequence of working days is
further referred to as a block. Fourthly, the number of so-called unpopular shifts
(night shifts, weekend shifts) is limited per roster line. Fifthly, in a block, certain
shift transitions are not allowed. For instance, a nurse cannot switch from, say, a
night shift to a morning shift without having a rest first.

Generating a new roster line is typically done using a dynamic programming
recursion. To this aim, we define a table giving the minimum cost that can be
achieved in days 1 to d by a roster line that, starting from a situation in which on
day d a shift s is scheduled and in which between days d to n a certain number
of active shifts f occurred, a certain number of unpopular shifts g occurred and a
number of consecutive working or rest days h (including day d) is assigned. Formally,
the entries of the table are of the form

τ(d, f, g, s, h),

defined for d = 1..n, f = 0..fmax, g = 0..gmax, s ∈ S, h = 0..hmax. Hereby, n denotes
the number of days in the scheduling horizon, fmax denotes the maximum number
of working days in a roster line, gmax is the maximum penalty in terms of unpopular
shifts, S is the set of shift types (”day”, ”evening”, ”night”, ”rest”) and hmax is
the maximum of both the maximum number of consecutive working days (hmax

1 )
and the maximum number of consecutive rest days (hmax

2 ). Let pd,s be the penalty
cost for assigning an unpopular shift (d, s). Let A denote the set of allowed shift
transitions (s, s′) between two consecutive days on. We consider demand periods as
being subsets of the shifts, i.e. no demand period can be spread over more than one
shift. However, a shift can consist of more demand periods. Let Q(d,s) be the set of
demand periods i that fall into shift (d, s). Let λd,s be the total dual cost of a shift
(d, s), i.e. λd,s =

∑
i∈Q(d,s)

πi.

The computation of the entries in the table is done by starting at the beginning
of the time horizon and working forward by considering an insertion of a shift type
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s on the next day d of the roster line associated with an entry already computed.
Therefore, we make use of recursive algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 RECURSION(d, f, g, s, h)
if (d=0) then

return 0; {beginning of time horizon reached}
else if (τ(d, f, g, s, h) 6= 999999999) then

return τ(d, f, g, s, h); {state already visited, can be pruned}
else

cost ← +∞;
min cost ← +∞;
for (all shifts s̄ ∈ S\{”rest”}) do

if (g + pd−1,s̄ ≤ gmax) AND ((s̄, s) ∈ A) AND (f < fmax) then
if (s 6= ”rest”) then

if (h < h1
max) then

cost ← λd,s+RECURSION(d− 1, f + 1, g + pd−1,s̄, s̄, h + 1); {successive active shift}
end if

else if (s = ”rest”) then
cost ←RECURSION(d− 1, f + 1, g + pd−1,s̄, s̄, 1); {start active shift}

end if
end if
if (cost < min cost) then

min cost ← cost;
end if

end for
if (s 6= ”rest”) then

cost ← λd,s+ RECURSION(d− 1, f, g, ”rest”, 1); {start rest}
else if (s = ”rest”) then

if (h < h2
max) then

cost ← RECURSION(d− 1, f, g, ”rest”, h + 1); {successive rest}
end if

end if
if (cost < min cost) then

min cost ← cost;
end if
return τ(d, f, g, s, h) ← min cost;

end if

Before starting the recursion all entries of table τ(d, f, g, s, h) are initialized to
999999999. The minimal reduced cost of a new roster line can now easily be calcu-
lated by starting the recursion on day n and minimizing over each shift type (see
algorithm 2).

Once all the calculations are done, the best new roster line can easily be con-
structed backward. The overall space complexity of the dynamic programming re-
cursion is

O(n · fmax · gmax · |S| · hmax)

whereas the time complexity is (in the case that there are no forbidden shift tran-
sitions),

O(n · fmax · gmax · |S| · hmax · |S|)

since each entry of the table is updated by considering up to O(|S|) other entries.
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Algorithm 2 FIND-NEW-ROSTER-LINE
{initialize all entries of τ}
for (d = 1 to n) do

for (f = 0 to fmax) do
for (g = 0 to gmax) do

for (all shifts s ∈ S) do
for (h = 0 to hmax) do

τ(d, f, g, s, h) ← 999999999;
end for

end for
end for

end for
end for
cost ← +∞;
min cost ← +∞;
{start the recursion}
for (all shifts s̄ ∈ S\{”rest”}) do

if (pn,s̄ ≤ gmax) then
cost ←RECURSION(n, 1, pn,s̄, s̄, 1); {end with an active shift}

end if
if (cost < min cost) then

min cost ← cost;
end if

end for
cost ←RECURSION(n, 0, 0, ”rest”, 1); {end with a rest}
if (cost < min cost) then

min cost ← cost;
end if

4.2 Generating a new workload pattern

Each workload pattern corresponds to a particular surgery schedule. Hence, a new
workload pattern can be obtained by building a new surgery schedule. Hereby, the
capacity preserved for the different surgeons (or, more generally, surgery groups) is
already determined by the case mix planning (first stage, long term) and considered
to be fixed in our application. Elective case scheduling (third stage) is also left
out of consideration because of two reasons. First of all, the impact of each specific
elective case on the workload is rather scant. It is the type of surgery that determines
the workload contribution, not the individual case. Secondly, it is very hard to
predict the precise impact of the individual cases on the workload contribution at
the moment that the nurse rosters have to be built. Often, at that moment, an
important part of the elective surgery scheduling is still to be done.

The master surgery schedule is considered to be the tool for manipulating the
workload distribution over time. This work is concerned with cyclic master surgery
schedules. Cyclic schedules are schedules that are repeated after a certain time
period (referred to as the cycle time). During such a cycle time there might be a
number of time periods during which surgery cannot take place. These periods are
referred to as the inactive periods, the others are active. Typically, cycle times are
multitudes of weeks in which the weekends are inactive periods.

In our application, a new surgery schedule is built by solving an integer program.
To find a new workload pattern with minimal reduced cost given the current set of
roster lines and workload patterns, the objective function minimizes the dual price
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vector of the demand constraints (3.6) multiplied by the new demands. We deal
with two types of constraints. Surgery demand constraints determine how many
blocks must be preserved for each surgeon. Capacity constraints ensure that the
number of blocks assigned during each period do not exceed the available capacity.
Let yrt (∀r ∈ R and t ∈ T ) be the number of blocks assigned to surgeon r in period
t. Hereby, T represents the set of active periods and R the set of surgeons. Let qr be
the number of blocks required by each surgeon r. Let bt be the maximal number of
blocks available in period t. Let wrti ∈ <+ denote the contribution to the workload
of demand period i of assigning one block to surgeon r in period t. Then, the integer
program to construct a new surgery schedule (and at the same time price out a new
workload pattern k) is as follows:

Minimize
∑
i∈I

πidik (4.1)

subject to:

∑
t∈T

yrt = qr ∀r ∈ R (4.2)

∑
r∈R

yrt ≤ bt ∀t ∈ T (4.3)

∑
r∈R

∑
t∈T

wrtiyrt ≤ dik ∀i ∈ I (4.4)

yrt ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , min(qr, bt)} ∀r ∈ R and ∀t ∈ T (4.5)

dik ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . } ∀i ∈ I (4.6)

The objective function (4.1) minimizes the reduced cost of a new workload pat-
tern. Observe that the periodic demands dik are now an integral part of the decision
process, whereas these are merely coefficients in the master problem (3.5)-(3.9). Con-
straint set (4.2) implies that each surgeon obtains the number of required blocks.
Constraint set (4.3) ensures that the number of blocks assigned does not exceed the
available number of blocks in each period. Constraint set (4.4) triggers the dik’s to
the appropriate integer values. Finally, constraint set (4.5) and (4.6) define yrt and
dik to be integer.

At first sight, constraint set (4.6) which requires the periodic demands dik to
be integral, seems to be redundant from a formulation point of view. Indeed, due
to constraint (3.6) and the fact that aij ∈ {0, 1} and xj ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . } fractional
demand values dik would also be covered by the upper integer number of nurses.
The reason why we require the dik’s to be integral is to improve the computational
efficiency of the overall branch-and-price algorithm. We come back to this issue in
Section 7.1.
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5 Overview of the branch-and-price algorithm

Algorithm 3 contains the pseudocode of the branch-and-price algorithm to solve the
GNSP.

Algorithm 3 BRANCH-AND-PRICE
apply heuristic to find initial solution;
if (solution found) then

register nurse schedule and surgery schedule;
upper bound ← best solution found;
initiate master with the columns making up the initial solution and |I|+ 1 supercolumns;

else
upper bound ← +∞;
initiate master with |I|+ 1 supercolumns;

end if
lower bound ← −∞;
stop ← FALSE;
while (stop=FALSE) do

LP opt found ← FALSE;
{solve LP with column generation}
while (LP opt found=FALSE) do

LP opt found ← TRUE;
improving roster line found ← TRUE;
while (improving roster line found=TRUE) do

RC ← FIND-NEW-ROSTER-LINE();
if (RC < 0) then

add new roster line to master;
LP opt found ← FALSE;
LP opt ← SOLVE-MASTER-LP();

else
improving roster line found ← FALSE;

end if
end while
RC ← FIND-NEW-WORKLOAD-PATTERN();
if (RC < 0) then

add new workload pattern to master;
LP opt found ← FALSE;
LP opt ← SOLVE-MASTER-LP();

end if
end while{LP solved to optimality}
if (fractional z) then

expand node; {replace node by two child nodes}
else if (LP opt<best integral z) then

best integral z ← LP opt;
end if
if (no more nodes) then

stop ← TRUE;
else

explore next node; {best-first}
lower bound ← bound best node;
if (lower bound ≥ upper bound OR lower bound ≥ best integer z) then

stop ← TRUE;
end if

end if
IP opt ← SOLVE-MASTER-IP();
if (IP opt < upper bound) then

upper bound ← IP opt;
register nurse schedule and surgery schedule;

end if
end while
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The algorithm starts with a heuristic in order to find an initial solution. The
heuristic generates only one workload pattern. This is done by building a surgery
schedule for which the sum of the resulting quadratic demand values is minimized.
The idea is to level the workload distribution as much as possible over the time
horizon and as such to avoid the occurrence of peeks in the workload. This approach
turned out to be beneficial for the surgery scheduling problem in which the expected
shortage of beds has to be minimized (see Beliën and Demeulemeester (2004)).
The surgery schedule is built with a mixed integer program (MIP) in which the
constraints are given by (4.2)-(4.5) (replacing the dik’s by di’s) and the objective is:

Minimize
∑
i∈I

d2
i

with di the required number of nurses in period i. To speed up the heuristic, the
di’s are not required to be integral. Instead, we round each di to the next upper
integer after solution of the quadratic MIP. Given this workload pattern, new roster
lines are added until the set of roster lines (one nurse scheduled by each roster line)
completely satisfies the coverage constraints. A new roster line is found by solving
exactly the same shortest path problem as in Section 4.1, but replacing the dual
prices πi by the remaining right hand side values di. As such each new roster line
cuts the peeks in the remaining workload pattern until all demand is covered.

After detection of an initial solution, the objective value is saved as an upper
bound and both the surgery schedule and the nurse schedule are registered. The
columns making up the initial solution are entered into the master together with
a number of supercolumns, which are needed to ensure feasibility of the master in
each stage of the branch-and-bound algorithm.

The algorithm starts with the LP optimization loop in which iteratively a number
of new roster lines and one new workload pattern are added until no more columns
price out. Observe that roster lines are added until no more lines with negative
reduced cost can be found, whereas only one workload pattern is generated, after
which the generation of new roster lines restarts. This approach turned out to be
the most successful, given the generally larger computation times to price out a new
workload pattern.

Upon detection of the LP optimum, the solution is checked for fractional zk’s
(workload patterns). If there still are fractional zk’s, branching is applied in order to
drive the solution into an integral z solution (i.e. with only one zk equal to 1 and all
other equal to 0). The algorithm does not branch until an integral xj (roster line)
solution, because branching schemes for the xj variables are not straightforward to
implement and significantly complicate the roster line subproblem. Moreover, it
provides no extra value for the extended model, which is the subject of this paper.
Instead, we report lower and upper bounds for the required number of nurses to
cover demand. The lower bound is the best possible solution with exactly one zk

equal to 1, however one for which the xj’s are not necessarily integral. Hence, the
solution represented by the lower bound might not be interpretable in terms of the
nurse schedule (e.g. schedule 2.5 nurses following roster line j). The upper bound
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on the other hand is the best found overall integer solution (with also integrality of
the xj’s), which is fully interpretable.

In order to increase the lower bound as much as possible, the branch-and-bound
tree is traversed in a best-search way. After each move in the tree, the master
problem is solved with required integrality on both the xj’s and the zk’s. Because the
integral master problem is often computationally very intensive, the MIP optimizer
is interrupted after a specified time interval (e.g. 10 seconds). If a better solution is
found, the upper bound decreases and as such the gap between the lower and upper
bound tightens.

6 Branching

For reasons that are explained earlier, this work is only concerned with a branching
scheme for driving the zk’s to integrality and leaves the xj’s out of consideration.
We apply a constraint branching scheme (Ryan and Foster (1981)) which works as
follows.

First we search for the highest fractional zk. Let this be zk′ . Then we select
another zk > 0, say zk′′ , and take the first period i for which dik′ 6= dik′′ . If no
such period exists, both zk’s represent essentially the same workload patterns and
hence one of them can be set to 0 while its fractional value is added to the other
one. Suppose we found period i′ as the branching period with di′k′ < di′k′′ . Then, we
create two nodes in the branch-and-bound tree. In the left node we imply di′k ≤ di′k′

and in the right node we imply di′k ≥ di′k′ + 1. Figure 2 visualizes this branching
scheme. Else if di′k′ > di′k′′ we imply di′k ≤ di′k′′ in the left node and di′k ≥ di′k′′ + 1
in the right node.

Parent

node

d
i’k

d
i’k’

d
i’k

d
i’k’
+1

Figure 2: Binary branching scheme in the case of di′k′ < di′k′′
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7 Computational performance issues

In this section we present some techniques which helped to improve the computa-
tional efficiency of the algorithm.

7.1 Integral versus fractional demand values

It has already been mentioned at the end of Section 4.2 that we imply the dik’s to
be integral in the workload pattern pricing problem. Although this is not necessary
from a formulation point of view, it has a substantially positive impact on the overall
computational efficiency of the algorithm.

Implying integrality of the dik’s affects the computation time in two ways. On
the one hand, there is a negative impact, because the pricing problem itself becomes
more complex. On the other hand, there is a positive impact as far fewer columns
can be found with negative reduced cost. Preliminary results indicate that this
positive effect dramatically exceeds the negative effect. Consequently, the master
LP is solved much faster when integrality of the dik’s is implied. Moreover, requiring
integral demand values in the workload patterns makes the LP optimal solution
substantially less fractional in terms of the xj’s. Hence, finding a global optimum
(with both integrality on the zk’s and on the xj’s) turns out to be much easier. In
our application the gap between the lower and upper bound becomes much smaller.

7.2 Upper bound pruning for the workload pattern pricing
problem

Basically, we are no longer interested in finding the column with the lowest reduced
cost from the moment we know that this reduced cost will be positive anyway.
Hence, we can act as if we already found a solution with reduced cost 0 by providing
an appropriate upper bound. For the workload pattern subproblem, this observation
yields dramatic time savings.

The reduced cost expression (3.4) consists of a fixed part and a variable part.
By setting the upper bound equal to the fixed part with reverse sign, we act as if
we found already a new column with reduced cost equal to 0. The reduced cost of a
workload pattern is given by 0− γ +

∑
i∈I πidik. Consequently, we provide γ as an

upper bound in the integer program (4.1)-(4.6).
Note that, since generating a new roster line is done using a backward dynamic

recursion, upper bound pruning cannot be applied here. As an alternative, we wrote
an A* algorithm (enumeration approach entailing a forward recursion including both
dynamic pruning and pruning based on bound comparisons). Dynamic pruning
occurs if a state has already been visited at lower cost. For pruning based on bound
comparisons we need an upper and lower bound for the best new roster line. Since
the reduced cost of a new roster line is given by 1−∑

i∈I aijπi, we can provide -1 as
an initial upper bound in the A* algorithm. Obviously, this bound is decreased each
time a better roster line is found. Starting from a certain day, a lower bound on the
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minimal cost path could be obtained by selecting for each remaining day the shift

with the lowest total of corresponding dual prices (i.e ∀d, MIN
{

MIN
s∈S\{”rest”}

{λd,i}, 0
}

)

and summing up only the (fmax − f) lowest values amongst these. In other words,
for calculating the lower bound, we relax all constraints but the not-more-than-
one-shift-per-day constraint and the maximum number of active days constraint.
Preliminary tests, however, indicated that the A* algorithm is outperformed by the
backward dynamic recursion. Hence, the time saved from upper bound pruning in
the A* algorithm is inferior to the time won by visiting each state only once in the
purely dynamic backward recursion.

7.3 Two-phase approach for the workload pattern pricing
problem

During the LP optimization loop it is not necessary to find the column with the
most negative reduced cost, any column with negative reduced cost will do. Again,
particularly for the computationally intensive workload pattern pricing problem,
using this observation dramatically decreases the computation times. To guarantee
optimality of the LP solution, a two-phase approach is applied for the workload
pattern pricing problem. In the first phase, a certain time limit is set for the MIP
optimizer. Only if no new workload pattern is found with negative reduced cost
within this time limit, the algorithm enters the second phase. In this phase the time
limit is undone and the optimizer is required to search until a feasible solution is
found with negative reduced cost or it is proven that such a column does not exist.

7.4 Lagrange dual pruning

It is well known that Lagrangian relaxation can complement column generation in
that it can be used in every iteration of the column generation scheme to compute a
lower bound to the original problem with little additional computational effort (see
e.g. Van den Akker et al. (2002); Vanderbeck and Wolsey (1996)). If this lower
bound exceeds an already found upper bound, the column generation phase can end
without any risk of missing the optimum. Using the information from solving the
reduced master and the information provided by solving the pricing problem for a
new workload pattern k, it can be shown (see e.g. Hans (2001)) that a lower bound
is given by:

δ + RCkθk

where δ is the objective value of the reduced master, RCk is the reduced cost of a
newly found workload pattern k and θk is a binary variable equal to 1 when RCk

is non-negative and set to zero, otherwise. This lower bound is referred to as the
Lagrangian lower bound, since it can be shown that it equals the bound obtained
by Lagrange relaxation.

Obviously, if the pricing procedure finds a negative reduced cost column during
the first phase and hence does not enter the second phase (see Section 7.3) this lower
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bound cannot be used, because the workload pattern pricing problem has not been
solved to optimality.

Using CPLEX, it is very easy to set upper bounds, time limits and limits on the
number of feasible solutions. Moreover, it can easily be verified if either the problem
has been solved to optimality or optimization has prematurely ended because of an
insufficient time limit.

8 Computational results

8.1 Test set

To test the algorithm, we started from the same set as the one introduced in Beliën
and Demeulemeester (2004) for their surgery scheduling application. All surgery
scheduling problems in this set involve a cycle time of 7 days. The last two days
are not available to allocate OR time (weekend), which is common practice. The
problems differ with respect to five factors. These are: (1) the number of time
blocks per day, (2) the number of surgeons, (3) the division of requested blocks per
surgeon, (4) the number of operated patients per surgeon and finally (5) the length
of stay (LOS) distribution. If we consider two settings for each factor and repeat
each factor combination three times, we obtain 25 ∗ 3 = 96 test instances. Table 1
contains the settings for these five factors. Some of the factor settings require some
further explanation.

Table 1: Factor settings in surgery scheduling test set

Factor Nr. blocks Nr. Division Nr. patients LOS

setting per day surgeons req. blocks per surgeon

1 3-6 3-7 evenly 3-5 2-5

distributed

2 7-12 8-15 not evenly 3-12 2-12

distributed

The number of blocks per day is drawn from a uniform distribution with bounds
3 and 6 in the first setting and 7 and 12 in the second setting. A block is defined
as the smallest time unit for which a specific operating room can be allocated to a
specific surgeon (or surgical group). Note that, due to large set-up time and costs, in
real-life applications the number of blocks per day in one operating room is usually
1 or 2, i.e each surgical group has the OR for at least half a day. Hence, considering
more blocks can be seen as a way of considering more operating rooms as there is no
difference from a computational point of view. The third factor indicates whether
or not the requested blocks are evenly distributed among all surgeons; e.g. if there
are 20 time blocks and 5 surgeons, each surgeon requires 4 time blocks in the evenly
distributed case, whereas in the unevenly distributed case huge differences can occur.
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For the LOS in factor 5 we simulated exponential distributions (made discrete by
use of binomial distributions) with mean dependent on the factor setting.

Next, we generated some weights wrti defining the contributions to the workload
of period i of allocating a block to surgeon r in period t. These weights vary linearly
with the number of patients of surgeon r operated in period t that are still in the
hospital in period i. The patient’s workload contribution generally decreases the
longer the patient has already recovered in the hospital. In our test set the workload
demand periods coincide with the shifts. Furthermore, we set the contribution to
a ”day” shift two times as large as the one to an ”evening” shift and four times
as large as the one to a ”night” shift. Obviously, although attempting to represent
realistic scenarios, these contributions are chosen somewhat arbitrarily.

Thirdly, we composed a set of collective agreement rules which apply on individ-
ual roster lines. The scheduling horizon amounted to 4 weeks or 28 days (= n). The
maximum days an active shift could be scheduled (”day”, ”evening” or ”night”) was
set to 20 (= fmax). Shifts during the weekends were marked as unpopular shifts:
day and evening shifts got a penalty of 1, night shifts got a penalty of 2. The max-
imum number of consecutive working days was set to 6 (=hmax

1 = hmax) and the
maximum number of consecutive rest days was set to 3 (= hmax

2 ). Furthermore, we
distinguished between two scenarios: a hard constrained scenario and a flexible one.
Collective agreement rules in the hard constrained scenario differ from those in the
flexible scenario on the following two points:

� In the hard constrained scenario, there is only one shift type allowed within
each block. In other words, no shift transitions between different shift types
can occur without scheduling a rest first. In the flexible scenario, all shift
transitions are allowed, except the following three: a ”night” shift followed by
a ”day” shift, a ”night” shift followed by an ”evening” shift or an ”evening”
shift followed by a ”day” shift.

� In the hard constrained scenario, the maximal penalty with respect to unpop-
ular shifts is set to 4, whereas in the flexible scenario it is set to 8 (=gmax).

8.2 Savings

Table 2 contains the lower and upper bounds for both the NSP and the GNSP.
In the NSP, a surgery schedule is generated randomly. The resulting workload
pattern contains the (fixed) right-hand side values of the coverage constraints. Then,
the NSP is solved using column generation. In the GNSP, new surgery schedules
(and hence resulting workload patterns) are generated during search if needed. We
distinguish between the flexible and the hard constrained scenario. To give an idea of
the variability, the detailed bounds are provided for the first 9 and the last 9 problems
of the problem set. The last line contains the average bounds over the whole set.
Observe that the name of each problem (dijklm n) contains the information about
the surgery scheduling subproblem: i stands for the setting of the first factor in
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Table 1 (0 for the first setting, 1 for the second), j for the second one, etc. . . , and
n for the iteration number.

From these results one may conclude the following. First have a look at the
upper bounds, which are after all the solutions that will be worked with. Although
it is not guaranteed that the upper bound will be better (one might be lucky in the
NSP and find the same or even a better overall integer solution), the upper bounds
for the GNSP are generally better than those for the NSP. We compared them
using a one-tailed paired T-test. The extremely small p-values obtained indicate
that the differences are statistically significant both for the flexible and for the hard
constrained case. The same results are obtained for the lower bounds. Unlike the
upper bounds, the GNSP lower bounds are of course guaranteed to be at least as
good as the NSP lower bounds.

When comparing the lower bounds for the NSP with the upper bounds for the
GNSP, both scenarios entail different conclusions. The average lower bound for
the NSP is lower than the average upper bound for the GNSP in the flexible sce-
nario, whereas the reverse is true in the hard constrained scenario. Both differences
turned out to be significant using a one-tailed paired T-test (again extremely small
p-values). This observation can easily be explained. The stricter the collective agree-
ment rules, the harder it is to nicely fit the nurse rosters into the required workload

Table 2: Lower and upper bounds for the NSP and the GNSP

Flexible scenario Hard constrained scenario

NSP GNSP NSP GNSP

Nr. Problem lb ub lb ub lb ub lb ub

1 d00000 0 15 17 13 15 21 22 14 14

2 d00000 1 26 28 25 27 32 33 25 26

3 d00000 2 25 27 23 25 32 33 24 26

4 d00001 0 40 42 39 41 59 59 51 51

5 d00001 1 45 47 44 46 65 66 56 57

6 d00001 2 94 96 92 94 145 146 125 125

7 d00010 0 34 36 32 35 36 37 33 33

8 d00010 1 40 42 38 40 44 45 38 39

9 d00010 2 28 30 26 27 33 34 26 27

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

88 d11101 0 96 98 94 96 149 150 129 129

89 d11101 1 99 102 97 99 140 141 115 116

90 d11101 2 122 125 119 121 179 180 149 149

91 d11110 0 83 85 80 82 104 105 80 81

92 d11110 1 111 113 109 111 149 149 109 110

93 d11110 2 58 60 56 58 76 77 56 56

94 d11111 0 252 254 249 252 368 368 315 315

95 d11111 1 119 122 116 119 175 175 124 125

96 d11111 2 135 137 131 133 184 184 131 132

Average 70.18 72.43 68.33 70.44 99.99 100.66 80.55 81.25
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pattern in the NSP. As the workload pattern can be adapted in the GNSP, the
GNSP includes more possible savings in the case of severe collective agreement re-
quirements.

8.3 Interpretation of the savings

In the previous section we concluded that integrating the surgery scheduling process
with the nurse scheduling process may yield important savings in terms of required
nurses to hire. In this section we identify the source of these savings. Therefore, we
provide an answer to the question: ’Where lies the waste if one is considering the
surgery schedule (and hence the workload distribution) as being fixed?’ It turns out
that the origin of the waste is twofold.

First of all, an unfavorable workload pattern may contain many workload de-
mands that slightly exceed the workforce of x nurses, but that are dramatically
inferior to the workforce of x + 1 nurses. In terms of the dik’s one could think of
many dik’s having a small decimal part, like e.g. 6.1, 8.2, 4.05 etc. . . This type of
waste is referred to as the waste due to the workforce surplus per shift. In many
hospitals this kind of waste is taken care of by simply scheduling x nurses instead
of x + 1 nurses during those shifts. The result is a group of overworked nurses and
an almost for sure decrease in the quality of care. This illustrates how the GNSP
approach can also be very useful for optimizing qualitative instead of quantitative
objectives.

Secondly, waste also originates from the inflexibility of the roster lines, due to
strict general agreement requirements. Because of this, no set of roster lines can be
found that perfectly fit with the workload demand. This source of waste is further
referred to as waste due to the inflexibility of roster lines.

Table 3 gives an overview of the importance of both sources of waste. Hereby, we
again distinguish between the flexible scenario and the hard constrained scenario.
For each scenario there are three columns. The first column contains the total waste
in terms of overstaffing in the NSP compared with the GNSP. These numbers are
obtained by subtracting the upper bounds for the GNSP from those for the NSP. The
second and third column indicate the parts of this total waste that are due to the
workforce surplus per shift and to the inflexibility of roster lines. These numbers
can easily be calculated as follows. Firstly, for both the NSP and the GNSP we
make the sum of the (integral) demands of the chosen workload pattern. Call this
number the total required workforce (=

∑
i∈I di for the NSP and

∑
i∈I

∑
k∈K dikzk

for the GNSP). Next, divide this number by the workforce per nurse (= fmax in our
application) and round up the result to the next integer. This gives the minimal
number of nurses that would be needed and can be obtained in the case of fully
flexible roster lines. The difference between these numbers for the NSP and GNSP
is the waste due to the workforce surplus per shift. The difference between the total
waste and the waste due to the workforce surplus per shift is the waste due to the
inflexibility of roster lines. Observe that these wastes may be negative (e.g. the
waste due to workforce surplus per shift for problem d00000 2 is -1). This situation
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Table 3: Interpretation of the savings

Flexible scenario Hard constrained scenario

Waste due to Waste due to Waste due to Waste due to

Total workforce surplus inflexibility of Total workforce surplus inflexibility of

Nr. Problem waste per shift roster lines waste per shift roster lines

1 d00000 0 2 1 1 2 1 1

2 d00000 1 1 1 0 4 2 2

3 d00000 2 1 2 -1 3 1 2

4 d00001 0 1 2 -1 2 0 2

5 d00001 1 2 1 1 1 0 1

6 d00001 2 2 1 1 3 0 3

7 d00010 0 1 2 -1 3 1 2

8 d00010 1 1 2 -1 3 2 1

9 d00010 2 1 2 -1 2 0 2

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

88 d11101 0 2 1 1 2 1 1

89 d11101 1 2 2 0 4 0 4

90 d11101 2 1 2 -1 3 0 3

91 d11110 0 2 2 0 6 1 5

92 d11110 1 2 1 1 7 1 6

93 d11110 2 1 2 -1 6 1 5

94 d11111 0 2 1 1 7 0 7

95 d11111 1 2 2 0 4 -1 5

96 d11111 2 1 2 -1 6 1 5

Average 1.58 1.48 0.10 4.11 0.29 3.82

occurs when the gain with respect to one source of waste is so large that the best
found solution for the GNSP includes a limited sacrifice with respect to the other
source of waste.

The results in Table 3 clearly indicate that the importance of the source of
waste strongly depends on the strictness of the general agreement requirements.
The stricter these requirements are, the larger is the share of the waste due to the
inflexibility of the roster lines.

8.4 Computation times

Table 4 and Table 5 contain the computational results for the flexible respectively
hard constrained scenario. For the NSP, both the computation time and the number
of generated roster lines are given. For the GNSP also the number of generated de-
mand patterns and the number of nodes in the branch-and-bound tree are provided.

Obviously, the required computation times for the GNSP exceed those for the
NSP. However, taking into account the explosion of the feasible solution space for
the GNSP compared to the NSP, the increase in computation time is rather small.
We can conclude that column generation is an excellent technique for solving the
GNSP.
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If we compare the flexible scenario with the hard constrained scenario, a couple
of things attract the attention. First of all, observe that for the NSP the computa-
tion times for the flexible scenario surpass those for the hard constrained scenario,
whereas for the GNSP the computation times for the hard constrained scenario
exceed those for the flexible scenario. For the NSP this difference is statistically
significant (extremely small p-value for a two-tailed paired T-test) and easy to ex-
plain. In the flexible scenario much more legal roster lines exist and hence much
more roster lines with negative reduced cost are found during the search process (on
average 207.25 versus 106.07). Moreover, the time needed to price out a new roster
line is also larger since the feasible state space contains more legal states.

For the GNSP the difference in computation time is not statistically significant
at the 5% level (p-value of 0.113 for a two-tailed paired T-test). As again the
number of generated roster lines is significantly smaller (very small p-value for a
two-tailed paired T-test), the higher computation times for the constrained scenario
must be produced by the higher number of generated workload patterns and the
higher number of nodes in the branch-and-bound tree. The differences in number of
generated workload patterns and in nodes in the branch-and-bound tree are found
to be significant (very small p-values for two-tailed paired T-tests). This can easily
be explained as follows. In the flexible scenario, it is unlikely that an extra workload
pattern improves the overall solution. Thanks to the flexibility in the roster lines,
an already very good solution can be found using a limited set of workload patterns.
In the hard constrained case on the other hand, the inflexibility of the roster lines
might obstruct the detection of a good solution. In this case, it is far more likely
that adding a new workload pattern improves the overall solution. We can conclude
that the GNSP is easier to solve if the collective agreement requirements are less
strict, whereas the reverse is true for the NSP.

As a final remark we note that a large part of the computation time goes to the
calculation of an overall feasible solution in order to detect an upper bound after
each move in the branch-and-bound tree in the GNSP and at the end of the column
generation process in the NSP.
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Table 4: Computational results for the flexible scenario

NSP GNSP

Roster Roster Workload

Nr. Problem Time (s) lines Time (s) lines patterns Nodes

1 d00000 0 43484 150 44422 183 2 0

2 d00000 1 44063 174 51000 196 2 0

3 d00000 2 46423 235 45438 213 2 0

4 d00001 0 44078 173 46000 221 2 0

5 d00001 1 43829 167 45172 190 2 0

6 d00001 2 44844 212 48829 238 3 0

7 d00010 0 45266 211 70359 274 2 0

8 d00010 1 46311 237 185623 535 17 8

9 d00010 2 44594 208 166892 640 32 13

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

88 d11101 0 44390 213 47984 243 2 0

89 d11101 1 44953 228 52031 257 2 0

90 d11101 2 44734 230 56438 280 2 0

91 d11110 0 46203 252 358811 555 30 15

92 d11110 1 45265 238 1765257 815 128 59

93 d11110 2 47359 200 423125 507 28 14

94 d11111 0 46360 347 69266 381 2 0

95 d11111 1 45719 243 59063 319 2 0

96 d11111 2 45048 237 251970 512 14 6

Average 44146.04 207.25 99008.57 310.31 5.93 1.95
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Table 5: Computational results for the hard constrained scenario

NSP GNSP

Roster Roster Workload

Nr. Problem Time (s) lines Time (s) lines patterns Nodes

1 d00000 0 453 46 66953 263 8 4

2 d00000 1 500 70 55359 304 18 6

3 d00000 2 422 64 11781 111 2 0

4 d00001 0 468 77 609 81 2 0

5 d00001 1 453 74 687 95 3 0

6 d00001 2 672 120 782 127 2 0

7 d00010 0 4250 113 216064 470 79 43

8 d00010 1 953 113 323236 448 129 47

9 d00010 2 750 80 201970 459 102 39

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

88 d11101 0 2125 122 1656 130 2 0

89 d11101 1 1531 126 2625 146 2 0

90 d11101 2 1610 149 2109 159 2 0

91 d11110 0 1938 123 456191 439 58 17

92 d11110 1 1500 152 1228851 508 92 45

93 d11110 2 5438 101 102470 310 10 1

94 d11111 0 8000 251 12265 264 2 0

95 d11111 1 4859 143 19359 185 2 0

96 d11111 2 4922 153 1809557 600 221 83

Average 1215.52 106.07 153927.85 226.05 28.08 10.81
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9 Conclusions and further research

This paper presents an integrated approach for building nurse and surgery schedules.
It has been shown how the column generation technique, often employed for solv-
ing nurse scheduling problems, can easily be extended to cope with this integrated
approach. The approach involves the solution of two types of pricing problems, the
first one is solved with a standard dynamic programming recursion, the second one
by aims of a state-of-the-art mixed integer programming optimizer. A constraint
branching scheme has been proposed to drive the solution into integrality with re-
spect to the workload patterns while the integrality of the roster lines was left out
of the scope of this paper. Finally, some techniques were presented that helped to
improve the computational efficiency of the branch-and-price algorithm.

Our computational results indicate that considerable savings could be achieved
by using this approach to build nurse and surgery schedules. We simulated prob-
lems for a large range of surgery scheduling instances and distinguished between
a flexible and a hard constrained scenario with respect to the collective agreement
requirements. Our conclusions can be summarized as follows. First of all, column
generation is a good technique to deal with the extra problem dimension of modi-
fying surgery schedules. Secondly, the obtained gains originate from two sources of
waste: waste due to the workforce surplus per shift and waste due to the inflexibility
of roster lines. Thirdly, unlike the NSP, the GNSP turns out to become harder to
solve when the collective agreement requirements are more strict.

Obviously, in real-life hospital environments it is not so easy to modify the master
surgery schedule. As the surgery schedule can be considered to be the main engine
of the hospital, it not only has an impact on the workload distribution for nurses,
but also on several other resources throughout the hospital. Think for instance
about anaesthetists, equipment, radiology, laboratory tests and consultation. This
observation yields a negative as well as a positive note for the reasoning in this
paper. The negative note is that the possible savings obtained through integrating
the nurse and the surgery scheduling process are in real-life probably much smaller,
due to the smaller flexibility with which surgery schedules can be modified. The
positive note is that not only savings in nurse staffing costs are possible, but also in
other related resource types, by integrating the scheduling of these resources with
the surgery scheduling process. This is probably the main contribution of this paper.
This work clearly shows the benefits of integrating scheduling processes in health
care environments and moreover proposes a methodology for implementing the heart
of a supporting ICT infrastructure.

Possible topics for further research include the application of this approach in a
real-world environment involving a detailed report on the experienced merits and
pitfalls. From a theoretical point of view, it would be interesting to elaborate this
technique for one or more of the other resource types stated above.
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